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Downrange plot and a Flight path angle vs. Velocity plot are shown to be able to detect actual
flight trajectory deviations from the predicted nominal flight trajectory and ascertain that these
deviations do not exceed abort limits. This picture shows the flight path of the SA Apollo 8
during ascent. This picture shows a set of flight characteristics of the SA Apollo 11 from lift-off
to orbit insertion. The mass of the whole Saturn V stack is expressed in payload mass. The
payload mass is the combined mass of the command module, the service module, the lunar
module and the spacecraft lunar module adapter, which is around 47 metric tons around 1. The
expression "MR shift" stands for "Mixture Ratio shift". It is referring to an automated procedure
to change the ratio between the amount of fuel and amount of oxidizer which are supplied to the
thrust engines of the S-II stage. The objective of this procedure is to optimize the performance
of the S-II stage by depleting the propellants during flight as much as possible, to keep the
mass of the launch vehicle at stage burn out as low as possible. The blue plot representing the
acceleration during flight helps us to imagine what the crew must have felt during ascent. In the
first minute of the flight the acceleration was slowly building up. But the sudden drop of
acceleration at S-IC stage burn-out from 4 G's to weightlessness within a second must have
been quite an experience. About 1 second after S-IC stage separation, the second stage J-2
engines kicked in. All five J-2 engines were building up thrust in the next two seconds. The
astronauts were gently pushed back in their couches when the acceleration went from zero to 1
G. This picture shows a set of other flight characteristics of the SA Apollo 11 from lift-off to orbit
insertion. Also is shown which abort procedures have to be used in time during ascent in case
of emergencies. Aerodynamic pressure Q is depending on the velocity and the air density. Q is
zero when the velocity is zero at the moment of lift-off and is also zero when the air density is
zero. This implies that during ascent there is a moment when Q has a maximum value. This Max.
Q is attained at around 95 seconds into the flight at an altitude of 14 kilometers. For the ascent
phase from lift-off to orbit insertion, abort procedures have been devised to return the flight
crew safely to Earth in case of emergency. The requirements for an abort procedure however,
are much related to the velocity of the launch vehicle and its altitude. Therefore three flight
regimes have been distinguished: - atmospheric flight; - transitional or sub-orbital flight; - and
space flight. There is an abort procedure for each flight regime. The objective of all these three
abort procedures is to attain a quick return of the flight crew to Earth. Each procedure also
requires a different mode of operation with regard to the spacecraft, to onboard software for
event sequencing and guidance, to ground based stations and to Mission Control. There is
however a fourth abort mode which is meant to attain a contigency orbit. This mode provides
more options in selecting landing area's and, if possible, to meet some of the mission
objectives. Short description of the four abort modes: Mode IA: From launch pad until 42 sec.
Mode IB: 42 sec. The launch vehicle has cleared the beach after 42 seconds. After sepration
from the launch vehicle a canard system in the top of the LES is used to induce a pitch tumble
to put the CM in the proper attitude for parachute deployment. Mode IC: From 30 km altitude up
to 3 min. This ablity to attain a contingency orbit should actually not be considered as an abort
mode but as a comfortable option which becomes available halfway the ascent. The S-II
provided thrust for about 6 minutes and was then separated. After a 10 minutes ballistic flight,
the S-II stage plunged into the Atlantic Ocean about km off the east coast of Florida. The S-IVB

was re-ignited after about one revolution to propel the spacecraft into a trajectory to the Moon.
This picture shows the ground track of the SA Apollo 8 during the first 3 hours into the flight:
from lift-off until Trans Lunar Injection. And a second 5 minutes burn 2 hours and 50 min. All
pictures and drawings contained on and through these pages are the author's, unless otherwise
noted. No unauthorized reproduction without permission. Saturn V was an American super
heavy-lift launch vehicle certified for human-rating used by NASA between and It consisted of
three stages , each fueled by liquid propellants. It was developed to support the Apollo program
for human exploration of the Moon and was later used to launch Skylab , the first American
space station. To date [update] , the Saturn V remains the only launch vehicle to carry humans
beyond low Earth orbit. A total of 15 flight-capable vehicles were built, but only 13 were flown.
An additional three vehicles were built for ground testing purposes. A total of 24 astronauts
were launched to the Moon in the four years spanning December through December In
September , [9] the US government brought the German rocket technologist Wernher von Braun
and about seven hundred German rocket engineers and technicians to the United States for
Operation Paperclip , [10] [11] a program authorized by President Truman. Von Braun was
assigned to the Army's rocket design division due to his prior direct involvement in the creation
of the V-2 rocket. The Saturn program was named for the next planet after Jupiter. Its design
stemmed from the designs of the Jupiter series rockets. As the success of the Jupiter series
became evident, the Saturn series emerged. The C-4 would need only two launches to carry out
an EOR lunar mission. The C-5 would undergo component testing even before the first model
was constructed. The S-IVB third stage would be used as the second stage for the C-IB, which
would serve both to demonstrate proof of concept and feasibility for the C-5, but would also
provide flight data critical to the development of the C By testing all components at once, far
fewer test flights would be required before a crewed launch. Before they moved under NASA's
jurisdiction, von Braun's team had already begun work on improving the thrust, creating a less
complex operating system, and designing better mechanical systems. The Saturn I and IB
reflected these changes but were not large enough to send a crewed spacecraft to the Moon.
The Saturn V's final design had several key features. Engineers determined that the best
engines were the F-1s coupled with the new liquid hydrogen propulsion system called J-2,
which made the Saturn C-5 configuration optimal. With the configuration finalized, NASA turned
its attention to mission profiles. Despite some controversy, a lunar orbit rendezvous for the
lunar module was chosen over an Earth orbital rendezvous. A direct ascent configuration would
require an extremely large rocket to send a three-man spacecraft to land directly on the lunar
surface. An EOR would launch the direct-landing spacecraft in two smaller parts which would
combine in Earth orbit. A LOR mission would involve a single rocket launching two spacecraft:
a mother ship , and a smaller, two-man landing module which would rendezvous back with the
main spacecraft in lunar orbit. The lander would be discarded and the mother ship would return
home. Several NASA officials, including Langley Research Center engineer John Houbolt and
NASA Administrator George Low , argued that a lunar orbit rendezvous provided the simplest
landing on the Moon with the most costâ€”efficient launch vehicle, and the best chance to
accomplish the lunar landing within the decade. He developed the requirements for the rocket
system and the mission plan for the Apollo program. The Saturn V's size and payload capacity
dwarfed all other previous rockets successfully flown at that time. Fully fueled, the Saturn V
weighed 6. In contrast, the Mercury-Redstone Launch Vehicle used on Freedom 7 , the first
crewed American spaceflight, was approximately 11 feet 3. The Saturn V was principally
designed by the Marshall Space Flight Center in Huntsville, Alabama , although numerous major
systems, including propulsion, were designed by subcontractors. It used the powerful F-1 and
J-2 rocket engines for propulsion, which shattered the windows of nearby houses when they
were tested at Stennis Space Center. The instrument unit that controlled the Saturn V shared
characteristics with the one carried by the Saturn IB. The Saturn V was primarily constructed of
aluminum. It was also made of titanium , polyurethane , cork and asbestos. All three stages
used liquid oxygen LOX as the oxidizer. The first stage used RP-1 for fuel, while the second and
third stages used liquid hydrogen LH2. Whereas LH2 has a much higher energy density to be
lifted into orbit by mass , RP-1 has a much higher energy density by volume. Consequently,
RP-1 was chosen for the first stage propellant because the volume of LH2 required would have
been more than three times greater and would have created much higher aerodynamic drag
during the boost phase through the atmosphere. Most of its mass at launch was propellant:
RP-1 fuel with liquid oxygen as the oxidizer. The S-IC stage had a dry weight of about , pounds ,
kilograms ; when fully fueled at launch, it had a total weight of 5,, pounds 2,, kilograms. It was
powered by five Rocketdyne F-1 engines arrayed in a quincunx. The center engine was held in a
fixed position, while the four outer engines could be hydraulically turned with gimbals to steer
the rocket. During launch, the S-IC fired its engines for seconds ignition occurred about 8.

Using liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen, it had five Rocketdyne J-2 engines in a similar
arrangement to the S-IC, also using the outer engines for control. The S-II was When loaded,
significantly more than 90 percent of the mass of the stage was propellant; however, the
ultra-lightweight design had led to two failures in structural testing. Instead of having an
intertank structure to separate the two fuel tanks as was done in the S-IC, the S-II used a
common bulkhead that was constructed from both the top of the LOX tank and bottom of the
LH2 tank. It consisted of two aluminum sheets separated by a honeycomb structure made of
phenolic resin. The use of a common bulkhead saved 7, pounds 3. It had one J-2 engine and
used the same fuel as the S-II. The S-IVB used a common bulkhead to separate the two tanks. It
was The instrument unit was built by IBM and was placed on top of the third stage. This
computer controlled the operations of the rocket from just before liftoff until the S-IVB was
discarded. It included guidance and telemetry systems for the rocket. By measuring the
acceleration and vehicle attitude , it could calculate the position and velocity of the rocket and
correct for any deviations. In the event of an abort requiring the destruction of the rocket, the
range safety officer would remotely shut down the engines and after several seconds send
another command for the shaped explosive charges attached to the outer surfaces of the rocket
to detonate. These would make cuts in fuel and oxidizer tanks to disperse the fuel quickly and
to minimize mixing. The pause between these actions would give time for the crew to escape via
the Launch Escape Tower or in the later stages of the flight the propulsion system of the
Service module. A third command, "safe", was used after the S-IVB stage reached orbit to
irreversibly deactivate the self-destruct system. The system was inactive as long as the rocket
was still on the launch pad. Richard F. Gordon, Jr. Buzz Aldrin and other Apollo 11 astronauts
agreed that unlike Titan, they could not tell when Saturn V liftoff occurred except from
instruments. The Saturn V was taller, heavier, and had a greater payload capacity, both to low
Earth orbit and to translunar injection. The N1 never became operational; each of its four test
launches resulted in catastrophic vehicle failure early in flight, and the program was canceled.
However, both the Energia and Buran programs were canceled in After the construction and
ground testing of a stage was completed, it was shipped to the Kennedy Space Center. The first
two stages were so massive that the only way to transport them was by barge. This was
essentially the same route which would be used later to ship Space Shuttle external tanks. The
third stage and Instrument Unit could be carried by the Aero Spacelines Pregnant Guppy and
Super Guppy , but could also have been carried by barge if warranted. Upon arrival at the
Vertical Assembly Building, each stage was inspected in a horizontal position before being
oriented vertically. NASA also constructed large spool-shaped structures that could be used in
place of stages if a particular stage was delayed. These spools had the same height and mass
and contained the same electrical connections as the actual stages. Built by the Marion Power
Shovel Company and later used for transporting the smaller and lighter Space Shuttle , the CT
ran on four double-tracked treads, each with 57 "shoes". This transporter was also required to
keep the rocket level as it traveled the 3 miles 4. The CT also carried the Mobile Service
Structure MSS , which allowed technicians access to the rocket until eight hours before launch,
when it was moved to the "halfway" point on the Crawlerway the junction between the VAB and
the two launch pads. Kennedy Space Center in Florida. An average mission used the rocket for
a total of just 20 minutes. Although Apollo 6 experienced three engine failures, [86] and Apollo
13 one engine shutdown, [87] the onboard computers were able to compensate by burning the
remaining engines longer to achieve parking orbit. The center engine ignited first, followed by
opposing outboard pairs at millisecond intervals to reduce the structural loads on the rocket.
When thrust had been confirmed by the onboard computers, the rocket was "soft-released" in
two stages: first, the hold-down arms released the rocket, and second, as the rocket began to
accelerate upwards, it was slowed by tapered metal pins pulled through dies for half a second.
Once the rocket had lifted off, it could not safely settle back down onto the pad if the engines
failed. The astronauts considered this one of the tensest moments in riding the Saturn V, for if
the rocket did fail to lift off after release they had a low chance of survival given the large
amounts of propellant. A fully fueled Saturn V exploding on the pad would have released the
energy equivalent of 2 kilotons of TNT 8. See Saturn V Instrument Unit [90]. It took about 12
seconds for the rocket to clear the tower. During this time, it yawed 1. This pitch program was
set according to the prevailing winds during the launch month. The four outboard engines also
tilted toward the outside so that in the event of a premature outboard engine shutdown the
remaining engines would thrust through the rocket's center of mass. Much of the early portion
of the flight was spent gaining altitude, with the required velocity coming later. The Saturn V
broke the sound barrier at just over 1 minute at an altitude of between 3. At this point, shock
collars, or condensation clouds, would form around the bottom of the command module and
around the top of the second stage. At about 80 seconds, the rocket experienced maximum

dynamic pressure max q. The dynamic pressure on a rocket varies with air density and the
square of relative velocity. Although velocity continues to increase, air density decreases so
quickly with altitude that dynamic pressure falls below max q. Acceleration increased during
S-IC flight for three reasons. First, increased acceleration increased the propellant pressure at
the engines, increasing the flow rate somewhat. This was the least important factor, though this
feedback effect often led to an undesirable thrust oscillation called pogo. Second, as it climbed
into thinner air F-1 engine efficiency increased significantly, a property of all rockets. The
combined thrust of five engines on the pad was about 7. Third, and most importantly, the
rocket's mass rapidly decreased. Newton's second law of motion states that force is equal to
mass multiplied by acceleration, or equivalently that acceleration is equal to force divided by
mass, so as the mass decreased and the force increased somewhat , acceleration rose. When
oxidizer or fuel depletion was sensed in the suction assemblies, the remaining four outboard
engines were shut down. First stage separation occurred a little less than one second after this
to allow for F-1 thrust tail-off. The engine shutdown procedure was changed for the launch of
Skylab to avoid damage to the Apollo Telescope Mount. Rather than shutting down all four
outboard engines at once, they were shut down two at a time with a delay to reduce peak
acceleration further. For the first two uncrewed launches, eight solid-fuel ullage motors ignited
for four seconds to accelerate the S-II stage, followed by the ignition of the five J-2 engines. For
the first seven crewed Apollo missions only four ullage motors were used on the S-II, and they
were eliminated completely for the final four launches. About 30 seconds after first stage
separation, the interstage ring dropped from the second stage. Shortly after interstage
separation the Launch Escape System was also jettisoned. About 38 seconds after the second
stage ignition the Saturn V switched from a preprogrammed trajectory to a "closed loop" or
Iterative Guidance Mode. The instrument unit now computed in real time the most fuel-efficient
trajectory toward its target orbit. If the instrument unit failed, the crew could switch control of
the Saturn to the command module's computer, take manual control, or abort the flight. About
90 seconds before the second stage cutoff, the center engine shut down to reduce longitudinal
pogo oscillations. At around this time, the LOX flow rate decreased, changing the mix ratio of
the two propellants and ensuring that there would be as little propellant as possible left in the
tanks at the end of second stage flight. This was done at a predetermined delta-v. Five level
sensors in the bottom of each S-II propellant tank were armed during S-II flight, allowing any
two to trigger S-II cutoff and staging when they were uncovered. One second after the second
stage cut off it separated and several seconds later the third stage ignited. On the Apollo 13
mission, the inboard engine suffered from major pogo oscillation, resulting in an early
automatic cutoff. To ensure sufficient velocity was reached, the remaining four engines were
kept active for longer than planned. A pogo suppressor was fitted to later Apollo missions to
avoid this, though the early engine 5 cutoff remained to reduce g-forces. Although it was
constructed as part of the third stage, the interstage remained attached to the second stage.
During Apollo 11 , a typical lunar mission, the third stage burned for about 2. At this point it was
1, The third stage remained attached to the spacecraft while it orbited the Earth one and a half
times while astronauts and mission controllers prepared for translunar injection TLI. This
parking orbit was quite low by Earth orbit standards, and it would have been short-lived due to
aerodynamic drag. This was not a problem on a lunar mission because of the short stay in the
parking orbit. The S-IVB also continued to thrust at a low level by venting gaseous hydrogen, to
keep propellants settled in their tanks and prevent gaseous cavities from forming in propellant
feed lines. This venting also maintained safe pressures as liquid hydrogen boiled off in the fuel
tank. This venting thrust easily exceeded aerodynamic drag. For the final three Apollo flights,
the temporary parking orbit was even lower approximately miles or kilometers , to increase
payload for these missions. The Apollo 9 Earth orbit mission was launched into the nominal
orbit consistent with Apollo 11, but the spacecraft were able to use their own engines to raise
the perigee high enough to sustain the day mission. On Apollo 11, TLI came at 2 hours and 44
minutes after launch. This gave an energy-efficient transfer to lunar orbit, with the Moon helping
to capture the spacecraft with a minimum of CSM fuel consumption. This process is known as
Transposition, docking, and extraction. If it were to remain on the same trajectory as the
spacecraft, the S-IVB could have presented a collision hazard, so its remaining propellants were
vented and the auxiliary propulsion system fired to move it away. For lunar missions before
Apollo 13, the S-IVB was directed toward the Moon's trailing edge in its orbit so that the Moon
would slingshot it beyond earth escape velocity and into solar orbit. On September 3, ,
astronomer Bill Yeung discovered a suspected asteroid , which was given the discovery
designation JE3. It appeared to be in orbit around the Earth, and was soon discovered from
spectral analysis to be covered in white titanium dioxide , which was a major constituent of the
paint used on the Saturn V. Calculation of orbital parameters led to tentative identification as

being the Apollo 12 S-IVB stage. In , through a series of gravitational perturbations , it is
believed to have entered in a solar orbit and then returned into weakly captured Earth orbit 31
years later. It left Earth orbit again in June Much of the planning centered on the idea of a space
station. Wernher von Braun's earlier plans employed a " wet workshop " concept, with a spent
S-II Saturn V second stage being launched into orbit and outfitted in space. By , Apollo funding
cuts eliminated the possibility of procuring more Apollo hardware, and in fact forced the
cancellation of some later Moon landing flights. This freed up at least one Saturn V, allowing the
wet workshop to be replaced with the "dry workshop" concept: the station now known as
Skylab would be built on the ground from a surplus Saturn IB second stage and launched atop
the first two live stages of a Saturn V. Skylab was the only launch not directly related to the
Apollo lunar landing program. The only significant changes to the Saturn V from the Apollo
configurations involved some modification to the S-II to act as the terminal stage for inserting
the Skylab payload into Earth orbit, and to vent excess propellant after engine cutoff so the
spent stage would not rupture in orbit. The S-II remained in orbit for almost two years, and made
an uncontrolled re-entry on January 11, Three crews lived aboard Skylab from May 25, , to
February 8, They always argued against it. I probably was the leading proponent in using the
Saturn V, and I lost. Probably very wise that I lost. The canceled second production run of
Saturn Vs would very likely have used the F-1A engine in its first stage, providing a substantial
performance boost. Other likely changes would have been the removal of the fins which turned
out to provide little benefit when compared to their weight , a stretched S-IC first stage to
support the more powerful F-1As, and uprated J-2s or an M-1 for the upper stages. A number of
alternate Saturn vehicles were proposed based on the Saturn V, ranging from the Saturn INT
with an S-IVB stage and interstage mounted directly onto an S-IC stage, through to the Saturn V
L which would not only have five F-1 engines in the first stage, but also four strap-on boosters
with two F-1 engines each: giving a total of thirteen F-1 engines firing at launch. Lack of a
second Saturn V production run killed this plan and left the United States without a super
heavy-lift launch vehicle. Some in the U. The Saturn-Shuttle concept also would have eliminated
the Space Shuttle Solid Rocket Boosters that ultimately precipitated the Challenger accident in
Two of the largest reasons for the cancellation of the last three Apollo missions were the heavy
investments in Saturn V and the Vietnam War continuing to require ever increasing amounts of
money and resources from the U. Over thirty different large rocket proposals carried the Nova
name, but none were developed. Wernher von Braun and others also had plans for a rocket that
would have featured eight F-1 engines in its first stage, like the Saturn C-8 , allowing a direct
ascent flight to the Moon. Other plans for the Saturn V called for using a Centaur as an upper
stage or adding strap-on boosters. These enhancements would have enabled the launch of
large robotic spacecraft to the outer planets or send astronauts to Mars. Other Saturn V
derivatives analyzed included the Saturn MLV family of "Modified Launch Vehicles", which
would have almost doubled the payload lift capability of the standard Saturn V and were
intended for use in a proposed mission to Mars by In , Boeing studied another Saturn-V
derivative, the Saturn C-5N , which included a nuclear thermal rocket engine for the third stage
of the vehicle. It was a Saturn V derived launch vehicle with over twice the payload capability
and would have relied completely on existing technology. All of the engines were modernized
versions of their Apollo counterparts and the fuel tanks would be stretched. Its main goal was to
support the First Lunar Outpost program and future manned Mars missions. It was designed to
be as cheap and easy to operate as possible. The two rockets were intended to increase safety
by specializing each vehicle for different tasks, Ares I for crew launches and Ares V for cargo
launches. Ares V would have placed the Altair lunar landing vehicle into low Earth orbit.
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test firing at Marshall Space Flight Center. On display at Kennedy Space Center. Second
uncrewed test flight; J-2 engine problems caused early shutdown of two engines in second
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Sixth and final crewed lunar landing, at Taurusâ€”Littrow. Originally designated for canceled
Apollo 19; never used. Originally designated for Apollo 20, later as a backup Skylab launch
vehicle; never used. The third stage was converted to a backup Skylab orbital workshop and is
on display at the National Air and Space Museum. Wikimedia Commons has media related to
Saturn V. Designed to fly three Apollo astronauts to the moon and back, the Saturn V made its
first unmanned test flight in A total of 13 Saturn V rockets were launched from until , carrying
Apollo missions as well as the Skylab space station. Every part of the giant rocket is used and
then discarded during a mission. Only the tiny command module survives to return to Earth. At
an altitude of 42 miles 67 kilometers , the F-1 engines shut down. Explosive bolts fire, and the
severed first stage falls into the Atlantic Ocean. The second stage carries , gallons , liters of
liquid hydrogen fuel and 80, gallons , liters of liquid oxygen. Shortly after that, the emergency
escape rocket on top of the vehicle, only usable below 19 miles altitude, is fired off and
discarded. The third stage carries 66, gallons , liters of liquid hydrogen fuel and 19, gallons 73,
liters of liquid oxygen. About two and a half hours later, the third stage engine is restarted to
send the Apollo spacecraft out of Earth orbit and toward the moon. After the astronauts in
Apollo dock with the lunar landing module and pull away from the now-useless third stage, this
last remaining part of the Saturn V coasts away into deep space or is commanded to fly to a
crash landing on the moon. Join our Space Forums to keep talking space on the latest
missions, night sky and more! And if you have a news tip, correction or comment, let us know
at: community space. Please deactivate your ad blocker in order to see our subscription offer.
Image above: Ground-level view of the ft. The V in the name is the Roman numeral five. That
means it was very powerful. It was the most powerful rocket that had ever flown successfully.
The Saturn V was used in the Apollo program in the s and s. It also was used to launch the
Skylab space station. The Saturn V rocket was meters feet tall, about the height of a story-tall
building, and 18 meters 60 feet taller than the Statue of Liberty. Fully fueled for liftoff, the Saturn
V weighed 2. The rocket generated A car that gets 48 kilometers 30 miles to the gallon could
drive around the world around times with the amount of fuel the Saturn V used for a lunar
landing mission. It could launch about , kilograms tons into Earth orbit. That's about as much
weight as 10 school buses. The Saturn V could launch about 43, kilograms 50 tons to the moon.
That's about the same as four school buses. The Saturn V sent them beyond Earth orbit to the
moon. The first Saturn V was launched in It was called Apollo 4. Apollo 6 followed in Both of
these rockets were launched without crews. These launches tested the Saturn V rocket. The
first Saturn V launched with a crew was Apollo 8. On this mission, astronauts orbited the moon
but did not land. On Apollo 9, the crew tested the Apollo moon Lander by flying it in Earth orbit
without landing. On Apollo 10, the Saturn V launched the lunar Lander to the moon. The crew
tested the Lander in space but did not land it on the moon. In , Apollo 11 was the first mission to
land astronauts on the moon. Saturn V rockets also made it possible for astronauts to land on
the moon on Apollo 12, 14, 15, 16 and On Apollo 13, the Saturn V lifted the crew into space, but
a problem prevented them from being able to land on the moon. That problem was not with the
Saturn V, but with the Apollo spacecraft. The last Saturn V was launched in , without a crew. It
was used to launch the Skylab space station into Earth orbit. Print Close. Saturn V. The manned
Apollo missions were each launched aboard a Saturn V launch vehicle. The "V" designation
originates from the five powerful F-1 engines that powered the first stage of the rocket. The
Saturn V remains the largest and most powerful U. Above the CM was the emergency escape
system. The complete assembly including the Apollo spacecraft and the Saturn launch vehicle
stood feet tall These powerful engines are required to lift the heavy rocket fast enough to
escape Earth's gravity. The first stage engines are burned at liftoff and last for about 2. The first
stage then separates and burns up in the Earth's atmosphere. After the first stage is discarded,
the second stage burns for approximately 6 minutes taking the vehicle and payload to miles
altitude. The second stage is then also discarded. This engine burns for 2. The third stage is
shut down with fuel remaining and remains attached the spacecraft in Earth orbit. The J-2
engine is reignited to propel the spacecraft into translunar trajectory speed of 24, mph before
finally being discarded. This article reveals the inside of the Apollo Saturn V rocket and its
significant components. See for yourself these fantastic drawings. You will be amazed. It is
often claimed that the Saturn V had a flawless flight record. A supreme achievement for what
was the most significant launch vehicle of its day. The purpose of the S-IC was to get the
massive Saturn V rocket off of the ground and ignite it on its way during a given second burn
that would get the ascending Saturn V to an altitude of about 62 kilometers and a speed of 2.
The goal of the second stage the S-II was to provide most of the power to drive the Saturn V
rocket and its payload towards Earth orbit during an Apollo Moon mission with burnout
happening at a typical altitude of kilometers and a velocity of 6. Saturn V third stage S-IV B
purpose was to burn briefly during ascent with a thrust of kilonewtons on its initial flights to

place itself and its payload into a temporary Earth parking orbit. And later reignite to push on
towards the Moon. The S-IVB stage also included a pair of auxiliary propulsion system APS
modules, each with a trio of hypergolic-fueled newton engines, which provided roll control
during the burn of the J-2 as well as attitude control along all three axes while coasting in orbit.
IU contained the guidance and command systems that managed all three stages of the launch
vehicle during all aspects of flight. The Instrument Unit was intended to guide the Saturn V
during its flight. It would automatically adapt to problems encountered during ascent to assure
that its payload was placed into the precise orbit. The Apollo spacecraft would include all of the
equipment required to support a flight to the Moon and back to the Earth. The Apollo Command
Module CM â€” carried the three astronauts during their mission as well as the recovery
systems needed to return them safely to Earth. It was conical in appearance with a diameter of
3. The Service Module SM â€” included all the systems and consumables
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required to support the astronauts and their mission. It was a cylinder with the same diameter
as the Command Module. During the first stages of the ascent, the Apollo spacecraft was
topped off by the launch escape system LES. It was developed by the Lockheed Propulsion
Company whose corporate parent is now part of Lockheed Martin. I hope you liked this short
article revealing the inside of the Apollo Saturn V rocket and its major components. Why was
the Saturn V rocket painted white and black? You will be surprised. You will learn the inside
story of what it was like to be a part of Project Apollo. Saturn V Painting Cutaway Diagrams.
Cutaway design showing the major components of the Saturn V. This cutaway diagram showing
the main parts of the S-IC stage. Cutaway picture showing the major components of the S-II
stage. Cutaway picture showing the major components of the Apollo spacecraft. Credit NASA.
Share this: Twitter Facebook. Like this: Like Loading Tags: Saturn V Painting Scheme.

